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PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

Eloy Saldivar, Jr.
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Tanks Focus Area Retrieval and Closure Activities

ABSTRACT

The Savannah River Site has fifty-one high level waste tanks in various phases of operation and
closure. These tanks were originally constructed to receive, store, and treat the high level waste
(HLW) created in support of the missions assigned by the Department of Energy (DOE). The
Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA) requires the high level waste to be removed from the tanks
and stabilized into a final waste form. Additionally, closure of the tanks following waste
removal must be completed. The SRS HLW System Plan identifies the interfaces of safe
storage, waste removal, and stabilization of the high level waste and the schedule for the closure
of each tank.

HLW results from the dissolution of irradiated fuel components. Desired nuclear materials are
recovered and the byproducts are neutralized with NaOH and sent to the High Level Waste Tank
Farms at the SRS. The HLW process waste clarifies in the tanks as the sludge settles, resulting
in a layer of dense sludge with salt supernate settling above the sludge. Salt supemate is
concentrated via evaporation into saltcake and NaOH liquor.

The Waste Removal Program includes the design, construction, testing (sometimes
demonstration), turnover to the operating group, and operation of waste suspension and transfer
equipment to remove the sludge and salt in these HLW tanks. Thirty-four million (34,000,000)
gallons of HLW is stored in 49 tanks with an activity level of 300,000,000 curies in sludge
(mostly Sr/Y-90) and 180,000,000 curies in saltcake/supemate (mostly Cs/Ba-137).

This paper discusses the history of SRS waste removal systems, recent waste removal
experiences, and the challenges facing future removal operations to enhance efficiency and cost
effectiveness. Specifically, topics will include the evolution and efficiency of systems used in
the 1960’s which required large volumes of water to current systems of large centrifugal slurry
pumps, with significant supporting infrastructure and safety measures. Interactions of this
equipment with the waste tank farm operations requirements will also be discussed. The cost
and time improvements associated with these present-day systems is a primary focus for the
HLW Program.
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INTRODUCTION

Waste Removal consists of the following functions:

. Preparation of bulk waste

. Transfer of bulk waste

. Preparation of heel

. Transfer of heel

. Spray washing

. Annulus cleaning

. Tank Isolation

. Tank Closure

Additional WR functions include sampling, improved ventilation systems, alternative level
indication, internal camera inspection equipment, controlled release of trapped hydrogen,
mapping of residual sludge to within one inch of the bottom of an SRS HLW tank (75’ to 85’ in
diameter).

To make the effort even more challenging, the tanks have significant obstacles to overcome
before any waste can be retrieved. Physical obstacles include:
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Support columns (produce shadowing effects)

Horizontal cooling coils
Vertical cooling coils
Tank integrity

High Level Waste environment on tank top and in surrounding area
Tank bottoms located 45 to 50 feet below ground surface
Carbon steel tanks

Limited tank-top loading
Contamination containment for potentially leaking equipment
Non-symmetrical riser positions

Confined spaces

Contaminated large equipment disposition
Potential leakage from primary tank
Transfer line over pressurization
Limited openings into the primary tank and annulus space (no larger than 24 inches in
diameter)
Some tanks in water table

Ventilation duct at the bottom of the annulus space
High volumes of material in very low tank levels 2,710 gallons/in. to 3,540 gallonsfin

DarMumid environment for monitoring equipment
High radiation rates in tank and at riser openings
Surrounding tanks are processing waste (conflicting objectives)
Tank top loading is limited

Dark, sometimes hot, humid environment in tanks
All transfers out of the tanks are from one riser location

Some of the non-physical obstacles include criticality and in-depth knowledge of waste
characterization. See Figure 1 for the location of some of these obstacles.
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PAST WASTE REMOVAL PROGRAM

The early Waste Removal (WR) efforts within the High Level Waste Program consisted of salt
and sludge suspension and transfer demonstrations to qualify the technology for future long-term

applications. These early demonstrations produced valuable information that lead to the base
lining of present day waste removal equipment. These demonstrations did not have to contend
with impending FFA closure dates or a refined Authorization Basis that requires engineered
safety design features versus administrative controls to prevent or mitigate postulated accidents.
The residual salt/sludge that remained after the demonstrations was considered to be attainable
through the future heel removal activities.

These bulk WR demonstrations left upwards of 15,000 gallons of sludge/salt in the tank. The
demonstrations performed mixing operations with water monitor sluicing and motor-operated
long-shaft slurry pumps. Waste was transfemed utilizing steam jets and long-shaft transfer
centrifugal pumps during these demonstrations, These demonstrations concluded that shricers
(water monitors) used significant volumes of liquid to overcome the initial shear stress of the
waste and maintain enough velocity to overcome the yield strength of the waste material to move
it from one tank to another. Long-shaft slurry pumps proved to be effective for bulk waste
removal (even though greater than 15,000 gallons of residual waste could remain in the tank).

(I2 tech)

Figure 1. Obstacles to Waste Removal
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In two cases, Tank 16H and 24H, the primary tank was chemically treated after significant water
was used with mixing pumps and a transfer pump. In the case of tank 16H, the chemical
cleaning (oxalic acid) provided for a very complete residual cleaning mechanism that left the
16H primary tank waste free, The annulus space of tank 16H still has a large quantity of waste
(8k to 10k gallons) that leaked from the primary tank through numerous leak sites.

A limited number of technologies were pursued to retrieve the waste with various degrees of
results, Demonstrations did in fact remove large quantities of waste at the expense of significant
water additions to the tank farm. See Table 1 for details of past WR technologies deployed at
SRS in HLW tanks. Early WR activities were delayed due to funding and downstream
processing issues. As a result of some of the delays and the fact that the tank farms are aging,
efforts are being pursued today to maintain previously deployed WR equipment (large slurry
pumps) and to relocate WR services to above grade locations.

PRESENT WASTE REMOVAL PROGRAM

The present waste removal time frame in this report is 1995 to 2001. Current WR designs focus
on single tank equipment/system usage to meet HLW System Plan needs. As a result, Tanks 7,
8, 11, 17, 18, and 19 all have unique designs to accomplish similar functional requirements.
Tank 7, 8 and 11 WR designs utilize long-shaft slurry pumps for mixing and long-shaft transfer
pumps for transfer capability. Whereas Tanks 17, 18, 19 and 20 utilized alternative waste/heel
removal mixing and transfer systems.

For example, Tank 19 (Flygt mixers, submersible electric motor driven transfer pump, air driven
pitbull pump, and a backup robotic crawler with water monitor) and Tank 18 (10,000 gpm long-
shaft slurry pump with a submersible electric motor driven transfer pump) utilized technologies
that were designed to capitalize on alternative WR technologies and in turn reduce the costs
associated with WR design, construction, and operation.

The energy expended in present day WR is focused on both bulk and heel waste removal.
Many new alternative technologies have been identified and designed; however, these designs
are typically single deployments (no reuse) and require extensive funding to develop. The
primary reason for the high expenses of present day technologies is the risk associated with the
effectiveness of equipment operation. Operations have taken longer than expected due to
equipment malfunctions, constructability issues, and operational effectiveness. These present
day efforts have shown that a strong need exists for performance feedback systems that provide
in-situ (real time) data that can be used to define efficiencies of equipment and progress of waste
mobilization and transfer.

Characterization of the waste to be dispositioned is also essential to ensuring that enough energy
goes into mixing and transferring the waste, but not too much such that the waste is peptized or
too much energy is utilized that creates unnecessary expenditures. Much of the alternative
design has been developed through a cooperative effort of SRS and the Tanks Focus Area, EM-
50 organization. See Table 2 for details of present day WR technologies deployed at SRS in
HLW tanks.
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Table 1. HLW Waste Removal History

Tank Waste Type WR Waste Heel Technology Used
No. Date Removed Remaining Sludge Slurry

(KGal) (KGal)

IF Sludge 1969 34 7 WaterSluicer(4)
2F Sludge 1966 44 5 Water Sluicer(4)

3F Sludge 1968 67 5 Water Shticer(3)

8F Sludge 2001 180 15* LPI (4)

17F Sludge/Salt 1985 373 10 BW(3)

Sludge Heel 1997 10 2.2 F]ygt Mixers(3)iWater Sluicer( 1)

518 42 BW(3)I8F I Sludge I 1987 I
19F Salt 1982 lm j 33 I NA

I Sludgfiolite Heel 2000 18** ] 15 I Flygt Mixers(3)

?OF I salt I 1983 I 1000 I 2 I PumDdown of ballast water onlv

I 1983 I
[ Sludge Heel 1983 2 <1 BW(3)

99 4 NA

9H I Sludge 1966 38 5 Water Sluicer(4)

58 5 Water SIuicer(3)

284 NA

176 49 Water Sluicer(4)

IOH Sludge 1967

salt 1980

llH Sludge 1969

14H Sludge 1968 80 I 18 I Water Sluicer(2)

Technology Used
Salt Dissolution

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

BW(2)

NA

BW(3).,
NA

Density Gradient

NA

NA

15H Sludge 1982 125 245 BW(2)

16H Sludge/Heel 1979 67 1.4 BW(3)

1980 1.4 0 Chemical Cleaning

21H Sludge 1986 205 14 BW(3)

22H salt 1986 9W o NA

Sludge 1986 78 21 BW(3)

24H SaltfHeel 1981 lm 11 NA

Zeolite Heel 1985 0 11 Chemical Cleaning

40H Sludge Prwessing 1987 400***

42H Sludge Processing 1983 400***

51H Sludge Processing 1983 4~***

TTP-Telescoping Transfer Pump, TTJ-Telescoping Transfer Jet, LPI- Lawrence slurry pump,

BW - Bingham-Willamette slurry pump, TJ – Transfer jet, TP – Transfer pump, GP - Goulds pump, PB - Pit Bull pump I

Density Gradient

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

BW(3)

NA

BW(2)

*

lTP Note 3

TTP Note 3

TTP Note 4

lTJ Note 5

GP~B Note 5

TJ Note 6

=

TJ Note 6

Note 14

**** Note I
**** Note 1

TJ Note 7
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Table 1. HLW Waste Removal History - continued

*

**

***

****

Note 1

Note 2

Note 3

Note 4

Note 5

Note 6

Note 7

Note 8

Note 9

Note 10

Note 11

Note 12

Note 13

Note 14

Bulk Waste Removal completed I/01. Four LPI slurrypumps successfully mobilized Tank 8, a previously dry sludge tank that had been rewet to
supwrl the WR evolution.

Transfer of sludgelzeolite heel to Tank 18F was completed on 6/0 1. Planning for Tank 19 closure is in progress.

Tanks 40H and51 H are Extended Sludge Processing Tanks/DWPF Feed Tanks, Tank 42H was an ESP Tank, but has been returned to service as HLW
storagetank.
Tanks 1F,2F,3F,9H,10H,1IH, and 14Hhad the sludges removed by Sluicers which also were the transfer pumps for moving the sludges to Tank 7F
and 13H. Tanks were converted to salt service except for Tank I lH.

Tanks were filled with salt after sludge removal. Density Gradient methods for Salt Removal were tested in Tank IOH. Salt from all these tanks will
be removed with 3 LPI Pumps in each tank.

Sludge has been shtrtied with 4 hwrence Pumps and has been transfemed to ESP for processing. A second transfer of 1Sk gallons of sludge bee] is
also planned to reduce the existing heel.

Salt and slud=e was removed from Tank 17F and transferred to 18F where sludze settled and salt solutions were orocessed in tbe evaporator svstem.
Heel remaini;g was removed by a combination of Flygt Mixers and a water mo;itor. Following heel removal, t;nk was tilled with g;out and ;Iosed.

Tank 1SF received and stored tbe sludge from 17F,19F, and 20F, The salt from those tanks passed through 18F to tbe evaporator systems. Tank 1SF
sludge was slumied and transferred to ESP.

Tank 19F bad tbe soluble salts removed using 2 Bingbam Willamette pumps. The remaining heel was removed with 3 In Flygt Mixers. The solution
was transfemed with a 2W gpm submersible Bibo pump. Solutions were transferred to 1SF where solids were allowed to settle and tbe supemate was
recycled to 19F with a 200 gpm pump.

Salt in Tank 20F was initially removed by Density Gradient method, when inhibitor control required too much fresh inhibitors, the process was ended
and the remainder of tbe salt was removed with 3 Bingbam-Willamette slurry pumps. Tank 20F bas been tilled with grout and closed.

Tank 10H was used to demonstrate Density Gradient techniques, See note 1 for remaining salt.

Shtdge was removed from 15H to provide for demonstration of sludge processing in 42H.

Tank 16H was demonstration tmk for removal of sludge with long shaft slutTy pumps (BW), essentially all sludge was removed by combination of
bulk removal, water washing and oxalic acid cleaning. Tank 16H annulus remains to be cleaned before the tank can be closed.

Salt and bulk sludge were removed from Tanks 21 and 22H. Heel will be removed after tbe tanks are removed from serving as DWPF recycle tanks.

Salt from 24H was removed as pat of demonstration for salt removal using slurry pumps. After salt removal, oxalic acid and water washing was
unsuccessful in removing tbe zeolite heel. Tank is currently used to store DWPF recycle.

Tanks 40H and51 H are the two ESP processing/ DWPF feed tanks. Four Quad Vohtte pumps are used to wash and feed to DWPF -400,0W gallons of
sludge per batch.

Tank 42H was used to demonstrate sludge washing and aluminum dissolution process, but has bad all its sludge removed to 5 lH and is now in
supemate storage service.

Salt dissolution was done on Tank 33F so that it could be used as tbe fresh high heat waste receipt tank. Tbe tank is currently a low beat waste receipt
tank and an intermediate feed tank for tbe 2F evaporator.
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Table 2. Present Dav Waste Removal Technolozv
-“

Technology Type System Attributes Waste Form System Operability Comments

Slurry Yump (SP): 38 SPSin 4S long-shaft centrifugal pump, journal Non-Newto. ian, B!.gham plaslic. In F- Sluq Pumps ace installed in 24” risers Due to the obstructions in ty~ 1, II and

HLW(4 0.1 Of Scmice,9 uninstalled, hearingswith . lower product I.& TankFarm,the wasteis compsed of onlyafterconcentricitychecksarc [11HLWtanks. theSI.V pumpsmeet
4 of the9 failedvibmtiontests. All4 bring. mechanicalsealsused to reject Al, Fe, M.. Ni, U’”, Mg, and 2.. HTF Ferformed, SPS IIIUS[ be submerged at a Ihe fnnd.me.ml deployment

failed SPS have bad bearing dtsign contamination in 30 psi bearing water is nude up of A I and Fe. Tbc average min. of 16 of fluid above the bttom of requi=ments that other technologies

improvements: tilt pad bearing instead column, [200 gpm, 2 radial l-lf2” density of tbe waste in g{nd is 1.38 in [he pump screen (10 above center line c.. not. For this reason. tbe 10.E

of bushings. The SPS range from tb. nozzles, 12K Ibs weight, 2- 1/2,, nitronic ~F md 1.26 in HTF and tbe w[% of pump discharge . . ..1.s) req.imd to
50 shaft with tungsten carbide product

shafted centrifugal pump will cerlai.ly

following SFCS l) 150hpf2Y insoluble solids is 19.3 in RF and 11.7 p~v..[ v.a..i.6 ..d ,~st.n.ili.6. be co.sidcred for future w.stc removal.

ECfUl 750 rpdl 2W gpnd2 nozzles, 2) lube bearing shaft coating, 14,, 304L SS in HTF. Tbe avccag. yield stress in 1600 rpm to prot.ct against mzo.ant

3W bp/40 ECRf22W rPti4~ gpd4 column, 1780 rpm, 150 bp, 480 V, 165 DynesI cm’ is 2W in FfF ..d 15 i. frequency excessive vibration, Tk 8

. . ..1.s. 3) 75bp~ rpf100 gpti2 amp, variable frequency drive control, HTF and the avera~c panicle size is 0.5 ~rformancc 132.8K gallons of sludge,

nozzles, 4) 300 hp/50 ECW1 IW rpti 360 degree relation utilizing a 1/3 rpm microns. The a,emge pH of tbe waste 230K gallons liquid, 2 I waler to sludge

nozzles/52~ gpndnozzlt rotek bearing and .Icctrical motor slip is between 13-14 for both Tank Farms. mtio, 15K gallons sludge remained.
ring, 10 spacer . ..s used to mist and 3’6, spG. 1.3to 1.5
lower pump,.

HydrolaserlHydrolance - Both High pmss.m deliveq ( 10 to 30 Kpsi) ~is tecbnol.gy bas been demonstrated The hydra],,,, broke “pa 4Y high by 11is very effeclive.1 contact on

were used i. Tk 19, Vendor (Augusta systcm, hose and nozzle (32 gpmfl/4 in Tank 19 on zeoli!e and sludge (fast 30 dia. Mo.”d of zeolixe using a !3: 1

Industi.1) operated Hydrolascr.

.xtr.m.ly b.rd nu[erials yet vcv

dia). 3 . . ..1.s. 120” ap.n and 75” settling solids, 1-6 fps). ff.idic disldging ratio. Miminal impact ineffective at dista.c.s over 6,, with
dow.w.rd. 0.. nozzle straight down. on sludge at 15,. most any material.

Submersible Mixer (FIygt The50 hp motor in the T.”k 19 design Same as waste form in S1.*y Pump The mixers require a 36 inch liquid The eff..tivcness of tbe mixers was

Mixer): SRS bm deployed six mixem
turns a shrouded pm~llec at speeds up section. Mixers are challenged by a 1...! for .Wration 1. prevent excessive challenged during the R&D of the

since 1997 (o.. 15 hp. two 4 bp, a“d
to 860 rpm. This mixer delivers 9,~ stationary si”gl.-~int cransftr location vort.xing. The weight of the 10,~ lb. product due to multiple failures. The

three 50 hp). Tank 17 and 19 OFrati”g
gpm (9K gpm i. less than vendor due to their limited suspension and Mixer mast assembly rests on tbe tank failures have been addressed thro.gb

prweduces are utilized to .Ferate tbe
p.blisbed ..1..s of 20K gpm d.. to effective cleaning radius (ECR). flwr, while lb. mtek beting is CFD nunfeling, stwct.ml fatique
i.trcduction of a shroud on mixer

mixers.
s.pForted by stmctum! steel [bat

dischar~e) while providing. velocity of
analysis, .“d o large number of small

pr.v..ts t..k toP [..di.g. and Imge scale testing with sl.dgeI
1.0 fps at a 50 ft. distmce md a z.otit. simulants.
cleaning radius of 2 I feet.

Sluicers (Waterbrush): lfmgpmflowrate,wasItmuntd from Sam. as waste form i“ Slurry hmp Water addition 10 the tank farm

Tk 17F (1 slicer). the Tank 17 ceiling witi high Powered
Sluicing is a V.W viable technology for

section. Waterbmsh extremely averaged from 4.1 1. 15:1 sludge to botb salt md sludge xmoval but at a
lights for aiming assistance, pa. and tilt effective at moving fast setdi”g solids water ratio removal capability. The high water to waste ratio, Future HLW
automatic opemtion, capable of flowing through [h. use of .rc.iing propeni.s. slicer b.d 360 degree rotitio” system planning limits water nddttio.s.
a .once.tmted 3” to 4“ di.meter stream c.P.KI1 iby to reach all areas of tbe tank.
at 80.

Pulse Tube Mixer (pTM): o.. T6. PTM utilized a 111 gall.” chmg. S.. waste form as defined in Sluny The ,j,l.m can be deployed tbrouEh . T’6. pump mnk remained sl.rried for

mixer is presently installed in FfF-PTl ,.ss.1 [bat vacuumed waste through a Pump Section. The pump tank is 2,, riser since the suctio”ldischxge line the d.mtio. of the Tank 8 to 40 Lra”sfer

and is prexntly not in us. due to no 2, s.ction tub. and then discharged approximately 8K gallons in volume, is the only comwne”t hat needs 1. h a“d was therefore considered

tmnsfcrs ceq.iri”z its oFeration. through the same 2- tuk co .Eitatc with intrusive to the Ia”kfvessel. successful.
th. pcoc.ss fluid.
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Technology Type System Attributes Waste Form System Operability Comments

Flusher Nozzle (Water Tank 17 had. distribution of sludge Se. waste form as defined in Slurry The initial use of lhe water mo.sc This technology c.. only be utilized if

Mouse): Mcdified sewer cleaning
around the Frimeter of the tank. The Wmp Section. The kgin.i.g I OK proved to h hazardous d.. to tic 4S water addtlio.s are allowed in the HLW

tool was utilized in Tank 17 heel
waler mouse pro~l led ilsclf to the mnk gallon sludge heel in Tank 17 had been high x 87 diameter working sp.ce the system. lt. eff..tive..ss W,S pr.v.. t.

removal cvol.tio.. The technology is
wall with 80 y,pm well water reduced co2.2K gallons of heavily system needed to be used i.. Tbc k valuable in lb. heel redts[rib.tion

off the shelf CX,cp[ for lb. ,t..fi”~ Pr.ss.riz.d hy a ..nd.r supplied 2K psi washed, fast setdin~ solids (including stcerinE mechanism that was designed pr~ess.

mechanism that w= designed and built p.mp. The [e.h..!.gy ~h.. 10% concrel. fragments from tank by SRS t!iminated tbe CO”ICOIissue.

by SRS.
ceWsitio..d the heel from lhe wrim.ter c.i!inz).

to a dis[ance 5 to 10 feet from the tank
wall.

SRS Crawler: One SRS designed, 1W gpm steerable water monitor See waste form as defined i“ Si.q me crawler w., staged to k used to T?I. cmwler is able 10 get the sluici”z

built, tested vendor supplied water mounted to a tracked vehicle, o~rates Pump Section. The residual waste f.m move residual solids that remain at tbc tool to tbe sl.dgef solids locations.

monitor (Akron) o. vendor supplied i“ .4’ sl.dgdliquid. Collapsible (like &ach sand) would more [h.. completion of FlyZt mixer opmti.ns i“ O1h.r crawlers are available

submersible tracks (lNTUK). Not platform for 24,, riser deployment that likely remain that must b. eroded. T:tnk 19. commercially (Uo.dini, ARD).

installed. expands to a Y x S working system,

Air Driven Transfer Pumps Double diaphmgm120 gPm @40 ft. of See waste form as dtfi.ed i. S1.rIT The pumps tmnsfemed a t.!al of 7.6K Materials ofco”str.ction, flushing, dry/

(Wilden, Pitbull): Numerous
head capacity used in Tk 17. Required. Pump Seclio”. NoIe: 3 pumps were gallons of sludge from ~ 11. The ralio lubricated air are .!1 vev significmt

120 psi dqil.bricated air supply,
p.mps =. .std thr..6h..[ SRS .nd

used in Tk 17 d.. to system failures of water [o sludge ranged from 91 to design attributes that need 1. be

SysCem was enhanced with a fl.shi”g
induslV to pump heavy s!.rried

caused by inadequate fl.shi”g, air Ii”. 191. systemperfo,ma”ceWu considered for successful deployments.

materials from Unksl sump,.
syslem, a set of nibblcr dams to assist freezing, and material compatibility. monitored by measuring the rad rates on

with pusbi”g material to tb. suction of the above grade transfer Ii”.

the pumpand a a“li.cavitation plate to

s.ppQrtlow level p.mpdowns.

Submersible Centrifugal Ccntri fugal pump, 13 hp to 20 bp. See waste form .s defined in Slurry The pumps arc stationq i“ the Tank 19 Prove” system that would k co”sideced

Pump (Bibo, GPM, Goulds): s“bmersibl., 180 gpm @ 12S head, Pump Section. & 18. They can be elevated or lowered disposable as Io”g as the spact lhat the

One pump is currently installed in Tank
capable of pumping down to l-lt2”, with gre., difficulty d“. to (he fi.ct th.t p.mp syst.m . . ..pi.d i. ~. ~..k ris.r

19 a“d has successfully .Fmted for
“scd to transfer waste from Tank 19 t. they are in fixed ~sitio.s. w% not .eedcd for isolation and closure

Tank 18,
.,,, 4C81houm.

activities.

Telescoping Transfer Pump Lo.~ shafted centrifugal Pump, See waste form as deti”td i“ S1.q The TTP requires a 24 riser to The Tank 8 TTP worked flawlessly

(~p): Appmx. 20 TTPs i“ HLW
telcscopi”g, 80 t. IW gpm, 75 hp. Pump Section. accommtiate the 2Y dia. Pump c=i”g.

system. 4,802 lbs wI. be.ri.~ water i. column,
once the impeller clcamncc caused by a

Bearing water for con[ami”.ti.n c.”tr.l

3~ rpm, 4WV, 4S long, 2-ID,, dia.

cold set was resolved. The system is p
i. pump column. The pump cm be effective for emptying a HLW tank up

discharge nozzle, “itr.nic 50 shaft, ttl.sco~d to d fferenl elev. to 3 inch.s.

2.5,, dia. Shaft, 304L SS column.
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FUTURE WASTE REMOVAL PROGRAM

Even though SRS is the first DOE Site to close HLW tanks (Tanks 17F and 20F closed in 1997),
the practice of combining bulk waste and heel removal technologies is not seen in any of the tank
WR designs developed to date. WR of the future will have the challenge of limited funding and
an operating environment with limited liquid storage capability. The vitrification process at SRS
requires the consistent flow of sludge to the ESP process from the WR evolutions. Limited
quantities of sludge are available in some of the tank farm tanks; therefore numerous tanks will
have sludge extraction performed on them with extensive efforts in a short time period. Future
WR efforts will in fact entail upwards of six to nine tanks having WR performed on them
simultaneously.

Future WR will utilize an improved Operating strategy that will consist of consolidated controls
to reduce costs and the streamlining of training so that operators can safely perform multiple tank
WR evolutions. Equipment will be designed to perform both bulk and heel removal to reduce
equipment costs. Disposition of contaminated large equipment will be reduced/eliminated as a
result of improved system design. Electrical power/controls will be made portable (where

applicable) to provide for multiple tank reuses.

Evaluations/investigations are ongoing to select a WR design that will meet all of the
requirements of WR at SRS given a set of functional requirements and assumptions. A new
perspective for future waste removal will be the pursuit of areas of performance that have not
been measured before such as annulus cleaning, bulk and heel removal performed with the same
technology, tanks potentially leaking, reduced funding and more challenging FFA tank isolation
and closure dates. WR Equipment/systems under evaluation include the following:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Electrical motor driven mixing centrifugal pumps (long and short shaft)

Submersible transfer pumps
Water monitors
Robotics (crawlers/ manipulators arms)

Air operating pumps
Vacuum systems,

Chemical cleaning
Portable, disposable, reusable technology

Combinations of items listed

From the beginning of early Waste Removal, long-shaft slurry pumps have proven to be a very
effective system forimparting significant jetvelocities tomobilize and suspend waste. However
numerous failures have been associated with this design that have resulted in modifications and
improvements infesting at SRSthat hasproduced amuchimproved design for future use. Even
with these improvements, the long-shaft slurry pump still possesses elements that prevent it from
being considered the “technology of choice” for future waste removal (cost and infrastructure).
Figure 2 shows design issues.
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It is understood that the largest expense for the WR Program is not necessarily the equipment
itself, but the following items:

● Infrastructure that supports the WR Program (structural supports to keep loads off of the
tank tops, power, controls, steam, air, and bearing cooling water)

. Effectiveness of the equipment to achieve the waste removal objective

. Impact on training and procedures due to the complexity of the system

. Reusability of the equipment

● Costs associated with construction co-occupancy in operating facilities
● Contaminated waste disposition
● Authorization Basis compliance

● Regulatory requirements

The achievements associated with the pursuit of alternative technologies will continue to be
accomplished with the oversight of the Tanks Focus Area (TFA) Program that provides support
to all DOE Complex organizations. The TFA reports technology deployments through an
official reporting system. Technology reviews are conducted on a periodic basis and progress is
documented on an internet site. Historical technology performance will be utilized to qualify
whether a technology will apply to SRS. In addition, international technology interfaces are also
being pursued to identify future technology.

A definition of the decision making process and subsequent business plan for future WR can be
seen in a Strategic Objective and the supporting Fundamental Objectives diagram (see Figure 3).
The values that influence the objectives go further to define the complexity of performing the
WR Program faster and cheaper.

DEFINITION OF SUCCESS FOR THE WASTE REMOVAL PROGRAM

My personal formula for successful WR is defined as:

Reasonable Mixing x Significant Transfer Capability + Patience = Successful WR

Mixing the waste can be accomplished with many different technologies given enough time and
the ability to add or recycle liquids to facilitate mixing. The core aspect of the formula is that
care must be taken in the approach to transferring the waste. Every SRS high level waste tank
has a set location for the underground transfer line out of the tank, If the underground line is to
be used without significant effort, the waste must be relocated to the transfer line riser location.
If the waste is mixed too much, then it will peptize and not settle, as required, in the receipt tank.
If the waste is not thoroughly mixed, then significant quantities of waste will never reach the
transfer line riser location where the transfer system is typically located due to the fast settling
velocities of the waste particles.

A balance must be achieved in the way the waste is mixed or the transfer mechanism must be
taken to the waste. Patience is inserted into the formula to highlight the time factor involved
with the evolution. At times the implementing organization will want to expedite the evolution;
therefore, it is imperative that an operating strategy and a decision logic is documented. Risks
need to be understood and compensatory measures developed to ensure success of the
technology. Lastly, the success of any technology will only be as good as the basis of the
decisions that selected the technology. These bases need to be clearly understood by the entire
implementing team and reinforced throughout the evolution.
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GENERIC LONG SHAFT PUMP
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Figure2. Generic Long Shaft Pump
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